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A ray of hope for millions...Powerful forces move to stop it...A Marine and his team play for
keeps...A cure has been found for one of the world's deadliest diseases, but unseen forces want to
keep the medical miracle from seeing the light of day. Can former Marine Cal Stokes and his new
presidential sanctioned team track down the cure, save its inventor and take out the those trying to
maintain the status quo?
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A cure for cancer or a terrifying way to commit genocide?Cal Stokes has left SSI and formed
another group designed to enhance the security and freedom of the United States and others.....as
needed and agreed upon by President Zimmer. This group is financed by billionaire Jonas Layton
and based in Charlottesville. Neil and Dr. Higgins join the group as well as Cal's usual team, Daniel
(snake eyes), Trent, and Gaucho with 11 of his operators.When the team takes on some high
ranking individuals in the U.S.Government, they are fighting with a small amount of time to prevent a
genocide that is a thousand times worse than what Hitler attempted. This Book 6 of the Corps

Justice Series by C. G. Cooper, is filled with suspense and thrills, and leaves us with a feeling there
is more good in the world than evil, even though the fight against evil gets harder with each passing
year.

C G COOPER has written his best novel in the Corps Justice series with book 6. As a new fan of
Cooper's work, I downloaded the first book in this series for FREE, and have since then never
looked back. Each new work of fiction gets better and better. Cal Stokes is a character who,
although a figment of the author's vivid imagination, is believable, honorable, and someone who the
reader can learn to love. His Marine Corps ethic of honor, courage, and commitment is contagious,
so all other characters who are under this leader's charge are fun to read about, also extremely
believable, and support the storyline.Now that I've finished all six novels in the Corps Justice series,
Lethal Misconduct is my favorite, and I highly recommend buying a copy. The team in this novel
lives up to the Corps Justice motto to defend and protect. The discovery of a cancer cure and the
threat of a biological weapon keeps the reader expertly entertained until the final page. The reader
will want to hate the bad guys and love the SSI team as the plot thickens.I love how Cooper ends
each novel with the "hook" that makes the fan want to buy and read the next unwritten page. I
cannot wait until the President of the United States authorizes Cal Stokes and his team into depths
of Iraq. On a personal note, my old Marine Corps unit (1st Marines), took care of business in Iraq in
2003 in places like Fallujah and Anbar Province, only to see a group of savages exert their
dominance now in 2014. The current state of affairs makes a Marine sick to his stomach. I can only
hope that Cooper's fiction results in at least some victories over ISIS or ISIL in the next novel!!To all
my fellow Marines, Semper Fidelis! If you buy any book in the Corps Justice series, you will not be
disappointed!Mike MyersMaster Sergeant (ret)

I just finished reading â€˜Lethal Misconductâ€™, another fast-moving, intricately threaded, â€˜Corps
Justiceâ€™ book, that keeps you on edge, right to the end. This is a book that you will enjoy, and
probably not be able to put down. You wonâ€™t be bored, and you will want to read it again.The
author is a master at weaving the threads of a story, yet keeping them straight; interconnecting
them, and managing to put an unexpected finish on each thread.I can usually second guess about
95% of the mysteries and thrillers I read, but, (barring the knowledge that things will work out
successfully) the Corps Justice books keep things open to guesswork, through to the end.I hate
long drawn out descriptions and lectures or explanations that are far longer than needed. These
books certainly do not come under either of these categories.I have read all of the Corps Justice

books, and several, more than once. Many books, I don't read again, because they are simplistic
enough, that I almost know the plot by heart. These are so intricately planned and written, that when
I read them again, I am always finding interesting parts that add to the book's interest.Read this
book. You wonâ€™t regret it.

Another book by C.G.Cooper completed and once again not disappointed.Cal and the team
continue to prevail over new challenges to the homeland security of the US. Each book is as
exciting and compelling as the last.Highly recommend the complete Corps Justice series.

I always enjoy C. G. Cooper's Corp Justice Books and this one was no exception. The team has
split off from Stokes Security to form a new group named The Jefferson Group. The plot of how a
100% cure for cancer can be turned into a Weapon of Mass Destruction shows that no matter how
good a new invention is it can be turned to evil. The Stokes team is the usual mix from prior books
fighting a rogue former Green Beret colonel and an errant Senator mixed up with greedy
businessmen. (Not to much reality here.)The plot moves right along in a coherent fashion to the
inevitable conclusion where the bad guys get their just due. The ending for the rogue Colonel is a
fitting one too. Good dialogue, intriguing plot and despicable bad guys kept me turning pages into
the wee hours of the morning to finish this book.If you liked the previous Corps Justice books, this
one follows along the tradition of a good plot, characters and enough action without it being
overdone.
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